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UM ENGLISH PROFESSOR TO PRESENT FRESH APPROACH 
TO "HUCKLEBERRY FINN" AT SIENA COLLEGE SYMPOSIUM
by Carol Susan Woodruff 
UM News and Publications
University of Montana English Professor Gerry Brenner is about to 
disprove the old adage that "East is East, and West is West, and never the 
twain shall meet." On Dec. 12 and 13, he and 49 other Mark Twain scholars from 
the East and West —  and every section of North America —  will gather in 
Loudonville, N.Y., to discuss the famed author.
The symposium, "Mark Twain and His America," will be held at Siena 
College to mark the 150th anniversary of the author's birth and the 100th 
anniversary of the publication of his book "The Adventures of Huckleberry 
Finn."
Brenner's talk, which will focus on "Huckleberry Finn," represents an 
innovative approach to literary analysis. Called "More Than a Reader's 
Response: A Letter to 'De Ole True Huck,'" his presentation is an imaginary
letter to Huck Finn written by the son of character Jim Hawkins.
The premise for the letter is that Jim’s son, John, has read him a copy 
of "Huckleberry Finn." Jim does not see eye to eye with Huck's version of a 
variety of incidents.
The letter challenges the traditional conception of Jim as a bumbling,
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subservient black slave and Huck as a mere prankster. The image of Jim that 
Brenner creates is of a highly intelligent man forced to use every survival 
technique at his disposal. Huck emerges as a cruel racist.
"The challenge was to take various episodes and see then as Jin did —  
to try to reconstruct a scene to argue that Jin knew what he was doing, that 
he was playing a role," Brenner says.
Brenner wishes that more blacks, rather than banning Twain's novel for 
its racist overtones, shared his vision of Jim as a hero. "This book is a 
tribute to black survival skills," he says. "Jim should be celebrated as 
the foremost among blacks able to survive in a cruel and racist society."
John Hawkins' letter to Huck is just one example of Brenner's fertile 
imagination. Among six other pieces he has produced for a planned book of 
fictive criticism are an editor's letter rejecting a Herman Melville short 
story, a conversation between two of Charles Dickens' villainous characters, 
and an interview with Ruth from the Bible.
Though knowledgeable about Twain and other American and British author 
Brenner specializes in Ernest Hemingway. A 1980-81 Fulbright scholar and a 
veteran of 18 years at UM, Brenner has written the book "Concealments in 
Hemingway's Works" and is a charter member of the Hemingway Society. In 
addition, he recently finished revising Earl Rovit's book "Ernest Hemingway,"
first published in 1963
